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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2005115199A1] A levelling system for a piece of furniture (24) comprises at least a pair of extendable feet, a first front extendable foot
(30) and a second rear extendable foot (30') fixed to a shoulder (23) of the piece of furniture, each of which can be operated by a screw mechanism
(37) and a nut screw (38). The system is characterized in that each extendable foot (30, 30') and relative mechanism is housed inside a supporting
element (40, 40', 60, 60') which can be fixed to the shoulder (23) of said piece of furniture (24), in that the mechanism of said extendable feet can
be perpendicularly operated with respect to the translation axis of the foot, in that it is provided with an extended element (80) produced in a single
part or several parts that can be operated close to the first front extendable foot (30) of the pair of feet and is arranged for engaging the mechanism
of the second rear extendable foot (30'), and in that said extended element (80) has a male-shaped end (81), and a female-shaped head (82), at the
opposite end, said ends being of any type.
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